Skeet field #4 Instructions

To use field #4 at anytime the following must be done.
1. You need to be a member in good standing
2. You need to have an Ezpull card that has birds on it.
3. You will need to put a deposit for a gate key.
4. You will then go to the field and open the houses. That is
done by removing the covers over the windows in front of the
throwers. The low house has it will need to be removed in
order for the birds to fly out of the house.

5. after that is done you will need to arm the throwers this is
done by flipping the switch on the white box connected to the

throwers to arm. you will see the throwing arm move and be
cocked. Now the thrower is ready to be used.
6. plug in the cord w/pickle on it or the wireless controller with
the throwing switch to the plug below the plug the pay
manager.

The cord with the pickle on it

Or use the wireless remote in the bag

To use the device you will need to take it out of the bag and
then you will see 2 pieces that are in it.

1. Get the receiver (it is the one on the right) and attach the
antenna in it. Careful to not damage the antenna.

2. This needs to be plugged into the cord connector on the
pole.

3. After doing this you will need to turn it on. You do this by
pushing the button in the middle of the receiver and then
the light will be on.
4. Next you need to get the transmitter

5. To use this there is a dial on the side you will need to
rotate and turn the unit on. On the top of the unit there
are 3 buttons they are labeled the first one is for the high
house the. The second one is for the low house. The third
one is for throwing the birds manually if you want to use it
with more than one shooter and don’t want to use the
cord. Attach the mic to your coat close to your mouth to
use for voice release. To use this remote you need to push
the high button and then call for the bird. After you shoot
you will need to push the low house button and repeat the
sequence again. To shoot doubles push both buttons and
call for the bird. You can also use this box for shooting with

a partner by using the red button on the right. Below is a
picture of the buttons

6. You need to set the field up to play. Now is the time to put
birds on the field. You should have already have been
given instructions on how to use the paymanager.

7. The first thing is to push the 1 key to wake up the field
then you will need to wait until the pay manager looks like
this.

8. Now the manager is ready to accept birds. Place your
ezpull card in the slot and leave it there it will deduct birds
off from the card every time you push the button or call
for birds.
9. Some things have changed and pictures are not accurate.
(update forth coming)

